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Introduction
Firm growth is an essential feature of market economies, shaping not only macroeconomic performance (such as GDP or employment dynamics) but also the evolution of industries. Why some enterprises might grow faster than others is of concern not only to economists interested in fundamental theoretical questions, but also to policy makers concerned with employment and antitrust, and to managers and investors given its prominence as a criterion for capital allocation in financial markets. Despite both the theoretical and practical importance, though, the understanding of firm growth and of its main drivers is surprisingly poor. In fact, since the publication of Edith Penrose's landmark book, The Theory of the Growth of the Firm (Penrose, 1959) , six decades ago, little progress has been made in constructing a robust theory of firm growth. That contribution paved the way for the emergence of several related streams of literature claiming the central role of heterogeneous firm-specific characteristics as drivers of firm growth. Yet, not much dialogue has been in place between these streams and the empirical facts on sizegrowth dynamics emerging from the large literature spurred by the seminal contribution by Robert Gibrat (Gibrat, 1931) . One has still a relatively limited understanding of the underlying organizational drivers of firm growth and, as a result, of the industry growth.
The starting point in building a theory of firm growth (like any theory) is the identification of empirical regularities and puzzles. A solid theory of firm growth needs to be able to explain firm growth patterns over long periods of time and, thus, it must be a theory of persistence of growth or lack of it. The empirical findings emerged within the Gibrat's Law literature over the past decades provide a fairly consistent picture about the properties of firm growth rates (from the classic Ijiri and Simon, 1977 to Evans, 1987b,a; Dunne et al., 1988; Stanley et al., 1996; Bottazzi and Secchi, 2003 among others; see also the discussion in Dosi, 2007) . However, long-term persistent differences in growth rates are much less well characterized empirically. That is, we do not know empirically whether firms (like say Apple, Google, or Facebook) that have been relatively fast growers over a given period are more likely (than other firms) to be fast growers also in subsequent time periods. Putting another way, we do not have an agreed upon answer to the very basic question: Are firm growth rates and growth rates differences persistent over long periods of time?
The issue is not trivial. Evolutionary and capability-based theories of firm predict some degree of path dependence in firm growth rates based on the notion of quasi-stable differences in firm-specific capabilities and know-how. A general lack of persistence in growth rates would be a serious blow to such theories of the firm. Moreover, lack of persistence would also undercut much of the rationale for the field of strategic management and other bodies of management focused on helping practitioners identify drivers of long-term sustainable advantage. Without some stylized facts about the question of persistence, it is hard to image the construction of a robust.
To address this gap, this paper explores the growth processes of a large sample of US manufacturing firms over more than fifty years of observations and their relationships with some features of industry evolution.
Previous empirical studies on the persistence of growth (see e.g. Coad et al., 2014; Capasso et al., 2013; Hölzl, 2014; Daunfeldt and Halvarsson, 2015; Bianchini et al., 2017; Moschella et al., 2019) , provides limited evidence of persistence. The primary means of identifying persistence has been to estimate autoregressive coefficients (the presence of a statistically significant one being indicative of persistence). However, since the datasets used in previous studies have relatively short time horizons, they have generally been forced to pool observations across firms -an approach requiring the restrictive assumption that the data generating process on growth rates is the same for all firms and in turn only able to capture the average degree of persistence in the sample. There is some attempt to also look at distributional dynamics, via transition probability matrices (TPM) of growth, but always over relatively short sample time windows. By taking advantage of an unusually long time series of firm level performance (50 years), we are able to estimate firm-specific autocorrelation coefficients (and thus dispense with any assumptions regarding firm homogeneity). And indeed we find evidence that firm-specific growth persistence does characterize some firms, but is rare. We also explore persistence in terms of relative firm growth (using rankings) and examine properties of TPM to assess whether firm growth rankings remain relatively constant over the long period of time available to us. This analysis, while quite different from estimating firmspecific autocorrelation structures, yields similar evidence on the relatively low degree of persistence in growth patterns.
A second major difference between our approach and that used in prior studies is that we explicitly examine the link between firm level and industry level growth patterns. A few studies address the common properties or the sectoral specificities in the distribution of sizes and growth rates (see Bottazzi and Secchi, 2003; Bottazzi et al., 2007a) but none to our knowledge has made explicit attempt to understand how industry and firm growth rates are related. 1 For instance, does participating in a high growth industry (e.g. semiconductors) increase the odds of a given firm to also enjoying high rates of growth? Does high industry growth correlate at all with growth persistence at the firm level? How are industry growth rates associated with the heterogeneity of firm growth rates in that industry? Connecting industry and firm level growth dynamics would seem to be an essential task for a theory of the growth of the firm. Our findings suggest a richer relationship between firm and industry growth rates than previously found in the literature. In particular, we find that higher industry growth tends to associate with a higher variance in firm growth rates. Moreover, high industry growth associates with higher persistence in growth rates of some firms. Posed different, high industry growth rates are like races with both a larger dispersion between"front runner" and the middle of the pack and the presence of some "long distance runners".
In the following we shall present the basic benchmark model, together with some "stylized facts" stemming from the incumbent literature germane to our analysis (Section 2), followed by a brief description of the data we address (Section 3). Section 4 shall present pictures of the distributions of firms growth rates, while Section 5 focuses on their persistence properties. Section 6 broadens the analysis to the relationships between micro-and industry-level performances. Section 7 concludes with a discussion of the limits of our approach, and the implications for future research.
Long-run Firm Growth: Theoretical and Empirical Questions
Let us begin with the primitive question: what does it mean for a firm to "grow"? This is obviously an important issue to clarify if one wants to develop a theory and yield empirical insights about the phenomenon called "firm growth". Firm growth is a process by which organizations pursue market opportunities and the acquisition and accumulation of the resources required to exploit those opportunities. A few elements of our definition are worth highlighting. First, while we often think of (and indeed measure) growth as an outcome (e.g. greater revenue), we define it as a process to emphasize its evolutionary dynamic character. Growth is a dynamic process unfolding over time, not an instantaneous response to market opportunities or market signals. Firm growth is necessarily a dis-equilibrating process. But our definition also highlights the fact that firm growth entails qualitative changes in the firm itself. Firms are complex entities composed of processes, routines, formal and informal know-how, "rules" and norms (cultures) for behavior, and governing structures. Growth means more than just getting "bigger"; growth involves changes to the internal "machinery" of the firm itself. Our definition moreover highlights both the supply-side and demand-side drivers of growth. On the demand side, greater market opportunities are a pre-requisite for growth. Some firms grow by finding (or creating) new demand in their existing markets. Apple, for instance, created and exploited massive new demand in mobile communications devices. But demand side growth, along the lines suggested by Penrose, may also involve finding new markets (e.g. Apple offering music subscriptions and payment services). Growth, though, is also a function of supply-side factors. New markets often come from major technological breakthroughs. There would have been no market for transistors without the invention of the transistor, or no market for biotech drugs without DNA decoding. And even microwave ovens would not be there without the discovery of the water-heating properties of microwaves. However, potential opportunities coming from the supply side, even when they stem from public domain, are far from open to all firms because of differences in capabilities. Apple has capabilities and resources like brand (and a customer base) that make it feasible for them to become a payment provider -but its capabilities to enter the car industry are more limited (and its capabilities to enter, say, the drug industry, even less so). Again as suggested by Penrose, demand side opportunities and supply side constraints on growth are connected. The demand side opportunities open to the firm depend on its supply side capabilities and resources. We can not theoretically talk about firm growth and long-run firm growth without referencing the respective roles that both demand side and supply side forces play.
Why Should We Ever Expect Persistent Growth?
The fact that all firms grow or decline at each time step is not a theoretical puzzle. The big challenge concerns indeed the links between what is inside the technological and organizational "black box", on the one hand, and the available quantitative evidence on growth patterns on the other.
The ubiquitous and persistent heterogeneities across firms in their organizational forms, technological capabilities, and strategies are generally accepted to drive large and persistent differences in competitiveness. Since such differential competitiveness tends to persist over time, one would plausibly expect that they in turn leads to persistence also in firm growth patterns. If present, persistence in growth must be due to firmspecific endogenous forces like innovation, advertising, increases in productivity, and so forth. The question is to what extent this characterizes many firms or just some of them. In fact, even if drivers may appear clear theoretically, growth persistence is not such a straightforward story. Let's take the example of a company that commercializes a very successful innovation (say, Apple commercializing the iPhone). Not surprisingly, such an innovation would lead to an increase in demand for the innovator relative to rivals (as it did for Apple). But why should such demand growth persist? Imitation and rivalry should presumably act as equilibrating forces dampening the relative growth rate advantage over time. Even in the absence of imitation and rivalry, the positive growth effects of an innovation (or any other demand inducing factor) should dampen over time. At some point, demand saturates and demand growth reverts back to long-term industry averages. Thus, persistence of growth also requires persistence in the firm-specific endogenous drivers of demand. A single innovation (e.g. the iPhone) does not explain persistence -but a sequence of innovations (e.g. iPhone 3, 3G, 4, 4C, Apple Watch, Apple Pay, etc.) might. A one time improvement in productivity can not explain long-term persistent growth -but years of continuous productivity improvement might. Persistence thus requires some kind of quasi-stable firm-specific capability or attributes that sustain a flow over time of innovations, productivity improvements, or other demand-inducing events.
Revisiting stylized facts on firm growth
It is handy to start the analysis of firm growth processes by setting a sort of "strawman" which also happens to be a classic in the literature, namely the so called Gibrat's Law (cf. Gibrat, 1931; Simon and Bonini, 1958; Steindl, 1965; Ijiri and Simon, 1977; Sutton, 1997; Dosi, 2007) . Let
where s i (·) are the log sizes of firm i at time t, t + 1 and α is the sector-wide (both nominal and real) component of growth.
Gibrat's law in its strong form suggests that:
(a) θ i = 1 for every i (b) ε i (t) is an independent and identically distributed random variable with zero mean Hypothesis (a) states the "law of proportionate effect": growth is a multiplicative process independent on initial condition, with no systematic scale effects. Note that were one to find θ i > 1 one ought to observe a persistent tendency toward monopoly. Conversely, θ i significantly smaller than one would be evidence corroborating regression-to-the-mean, and, indirectly, witness for some underlying "optimal size" long-run attractor.
Hypothesis (a) is indeed the object of most empirical inquiries which typically look at an averge estimate of θ across samples of firms followed over relatively short time horizons. The findings provide mixed support to the hypothesis:
(i) most often, smaller firms -on average -grow faster (under the caveat that one generally considers small surviving firms);
(ii) otherwise, no strikingly robust relationship appears between size and average rates of growth, as in fact θ=1 provides a reasonably good approximation for the growth process across medium-large firms (cf. Mansfield, 1962; Hall, 1987; Kumar, 1985; Bottazzi et al., 2007a; Bottazzi and Secchi, 2006b; Coad, 2009; Lotti et al., 2003, among others) .
(ii) The relationship between size and growth is modulated by the age of firms themselves -broadly speaking, with age exerting negative effects on growth rates, but positive effects on survival probabilities, at least after some post-infancy threshold (see Evans, 1987a) . 2 Notice that such pieces of evidence may easily be consistent with evolutionary theories of industrial change. Indeed an evolutionary interpretation would be rather at odds with a notion of convergence to some invariant "optimal" size, with decreasing returns above it. Conversely, it is rather agnostic on the precise specification of non-decreasing returns. In particular, it does not have any difficulty in accepting a world characterized by nearly constant returns to scale, (i.e. by values of θ i in Equation 1 on average not too far from one) jointly with drivers of firm growth on average uncorrelated with size itself.
Further precious clues on the basic characteristics of the processes of market competition and corporate growth are offered by the statistical properties of the error term (ε i (t) in Equation 1). In fact, if one were to find corroboration to hypothesis (b) according to which -to recall -growth would be driven by small "atomless" uncorrelated shocks, this would come as a serious blow to all theories claiming the importance of heterogeneous firm-specific characteristics as drivers of their performance -including of course their growth -, from Penrosian interpretation based on differential managerial abilities, to capability-based theory of the firm emphasizing the diversity in the knowledge and in the strategies which firms embody (within a vast literature see Winter, 1987; Teece et al., 1997; Dosi et al., 2000; Pisano, 2017) . Posed differently, one should expect structure and over-time dependence in growth if one believes that some firms have unique capabilities or organizational attributes that can sustain advantages over time. If, in contrast, there is nothing more to firms than a set of relatively easy to replicate contractual agreements and production techniques, we should not expect growth to replicate over time. Gibrat's law in its strong form should hold.
The available empirical studies, once again mostly based on samples of firms observed over relatively short periods of time, do reveal some more structure than postulated by Gibrat's Law in its strong form. Indeed, first, the distribution of growth rates is invariably fat-tailed and well approximated at least by a Laplace distribution (see, among the many others, Stanley et al., 1996; Bottazzi and Secchi, 2006a) or by even fatter-tailed distribution functions. 3 Such tail behaviour inconsistent with small Gaussian shocks is an extremely robust stylized fact, holding across countries, level of aggregation (broad manufacturing as well as for well defined sectors) and irrespective of the proxy for size that is employed (sales, employees, value added, etc). The economic implication is that the growth process of firms is far lumpier than what is assumed by standard model of growth and, further, this process induces some correlation within the industry, as obviously market shares must add up to one.
A second piece of evidence is centered around the concept of persistence of growth and complement the picture above. As mentioned in the introduction, most available studies have tried to estimate the average degree of autocorrelation in cross sections, with mixed results depending on the country, sector and time periods under study. Findings range from the view that growth is indeed a random walk advanced in Geroski (2002) , to the case of long-lasting autocorrelation (up to the 7 th lag) found in Bottazzi et al. (2001a) across the world-wide pharmaceutical industry, to the negative serial correlation found in Goddard et al. (2002) on Japanese quoted firms and in Bottazzi et al. (2007b) and Bottazzi et al. (2011) for Italian and French manufacturing. 4 More recent empirical research tried to go beyond "average effects" and exploited quantile auto-regressions or transition probability matrices (TPM) to examine the degree of persistence in different quantiles of the growth rates distribution, focusing in particular on high-growth firms in the top tail. Yet, most of these studies cast doubt on the very existence of persistent high-growing. Most high-growth firms do not replicate their high-growth performance over time and are in fact "one-hit wonders" (Hölzl, 2014; Daunfeldt and Halvarsson, 2015) . Moreover, it is unclear what characteristic is crucial for the performance of the very few firms that succeed to consistently remain in the high-growth quantiles: most of supposedly strong drivers of growth -such as productivity, profitability, financial structure, innovation and innovation persistence-do not correlate with high-growth persistence (see Bianchini et al., 2017; Moschella et al., 2019; Guarascio and Tamagni, 2019) , while size has contrasting effects on high-growth in different studies (small high-growth firms display negative autocorrelation in Coad 2007 and Coad and Hölzl 2009 , while persistent out-performers are more often present among micro firms in Capasso et al. 2013) .
There is much less attention, if any, on the persistence of growth in the hystory of each single firms. In this context, persistence can be interpreted in at least two distinct, although related ways. On the one hand, and similarly in spirit to the TPM analysis, one can focus on the growth performance of the firm relative to other firms in the industry, and try to assess the degree of stability in the intra-distributional rankings of each firm. On the other hand, one can take the complementary notion of persistence in absolute terms, looking at the degree of autocorrelation in the firm-specific time series of growth rates and thus estimate one (or more, depending on the lag structure) autocorrelation coefficients separately for each firm. So far this approach has been empirically unfeasible, mostly because the time-series of firm-level panel datasets are rather short (generally below 20 years), thus precluding this sort of estimates. On the contrary, as in this work we can resort to more than fifty years of observations, we are able to estimate firm-level autoregressive coefficients.
Data and Variables
In our empirical analysis we mostly resort to Compustat, covering all firms listed on the US stock exchange, which is available to us starting from 1959. The unusually long availability of firm-level data is crucial to allowing us to investigate the pattern of growth of firms in the very long run, its characteristics in terms of persistence and the relation between some properties emerging in the industries and sectoral growth over the long term.
In addition to Compustat we also employ the the NBER-CES Manufacturing Industry Database which covers the period 1958-2011, in order to integrate the dataset with industry-level variables.
Given the nature of the empirical analysis with its focus on persistence and longterm trend, one needs to construct a sample of firms with a sufficiently large number of observations over time, possibly without any breaks in the time series. To this purpose, we limit our analysis to firms that have been continuously present in Compustat for at least 30 consecutive years. This means that from a total of more than 32,000 firms that appeared in Compustat records, our preferred sample to study persistence is restricted to around 2,500 firms. We will focus our analysis on manufacturing firms, from SIC 20 to SIC 39, and thus the number of companies further shrinks to around 1,100.
Among different proxies of firm size used in the literature, we take sales as the object of our analysis, as this is a measure that directly relates to the success (or failure) on the product market. In line with most of the previous literature, firm growth rate is computed as the log-difference of firm size between two consecutive years
where Size stands for normalised size obtained by removing from firm-level sales (SIZE) their annual sectoral average as follows:
The normalization accounts for common trends, such as inflation and business cycles Figure 1 : Time-series of yearly sales growth rates of selected firms, across different sectors (left) and within the semiconductor sector (right). Reported AR(1) coefficients (standard errors in parentheses) are from OLS estimation effects in sectoral demand. 5 Before moving to the more systematic analysis of the growth process of the next Section, we report here two impressionistic pieces of evidence on the inter-temporal dynamics that characterizes the growth patterns of firms. First, in Figure 1 we depict the time-series patterns of yearly sales growth rates of selected leading firms, across different sectors (see left plot) and within the semiconductor sector, one of the highest growth sector over the last sixty years (right plot). The profiles of firm growth are rather heterogeneous even within the same sector. Moreover, they are quite lumpy and erratic, with big jumps often followed by a slow reversion to the mean thereafter.
Further evidence on lumpiness of growth is presented in Figure 2 . We rank the absolute growth episodes experienced by each firm from the highest to the lowest, and then report the mean and the median share of each rank in the total cumulated growth experienced by firms over the observed 30-year period. 6 The results show that the largest growth event over the history of any one firms accounts for about 40% on average and about 30% in median of total sales growth experienced over the period (see left plot). By way of comparison, we also show the same ranks analysis for employment growth (right plot), which displays an even greater degree of lumpiness: the median highest absolute growth share is more than 50%. In order to provide an accurate analysis of the distributions of firm growth rates, we will resort to the Asymmetric Exponential Power (AEP) distributions, which is an extension of the Subbotin-Exponential Power distribution (Subbotin, 1923) introduced by Bottazzi and Secchi (2011) to properly account for asymmetries between the left and the right tail. Parametric (maximum likelihood) estimates of shape parameters allow to assess leptorkurtosis, with the Gaussian distribution arising as a special case within this larger family. 7 Figure 3 presents the distributions of sales growth rates for the aggregate manufacturing, in three different years (left), and for growth rates computed over varying time horizons (right). 8 In general, the growth rates distribution displays the familiar "tentshape" which has been found in several dataset (see, among others, Stanley et al., 1996; Bottazzi and Secchi, 2006a; Coad, 2007; Bottazzi et al., 2011) confirming the existence of a large share of 'lumpy' growth events, of both positive and negative sign. The estimates of the shape parameters b of the Subbotin distribution reveal that, if anything, growth rates became even more fat-tailed in more recent years: the estimated b was around 1 in 1963 and is around 0.6 in 2013 (recall that a Gaussian distribution would imply a parameter of 2). Moreover, the results for growth over different time horizons suggest that 7 The AEP density presents the following functional form (Bottazzi and Secchi, 2011) 
where p = (b l , b r , a l , a r , m), θ(x) is the Heaviside theta function and where the normalization constant
The two positive shape parameters b r and b l , describe the tail behavior in the upper and lower tail, respectively; two positive scale parameters a r and a l , associated with the distribution width above and below the modal value and one location parameter m, representing the mode. The standard Exponential Power distribution (Subbotin, 1923) arises under symmetry of tail, i.e. for a l = a r and b l = b r . In Figure 4 we investigate the relation between the standard deviation of growth rates and firm size. We split the normalized (log) size ln Size i,t into 50 bins (quantiles) for each year and then we fit a linear relation between the log of the standard deviation and the mean log size within each bin. Results are reported for two different years (1965 and 2013) by way of example but consistent findings emerged for the entire sample period. They testify a significant negative relation (linear in logs, and exponential in levels) between size and the standard deviation of growth rates. The estimated slope is around −0.20 in both years, and the same value is in fact the average value of the coefficients estimated across all the years in the sample. This is very close to the size-variance scaling parameters estimated in previous studies, for both the US and other countries (Amaral et al., 1997; Bottazzi et al., 2001b; Bottazzi and Secchi, 2006b; Calvino et al., 2018) .
We next move from the analysis of aggregate manufacturing to the distributional properties of growth rates within sectors. Figure 5 shows results using data for firms observed over 30 years for a set of selected sectors, by way of example of the findings consistently obtained also in other industries. Even within sector, the departure from normality of the empirical distribution is apparent, both for the tail behavior and for the asymmetry of the two tails. This confirms the stylised fact that heterogeneity, which in the plot gets revealed in the width of the support and in the lumpy nature of the growth process, is maintained also when increasing the level of disaggregation, thus recalling, as originally put forth by Griliches and Mairesse (1999) , Mandelbrot's fractal phenomenon: "the observed variability-heterogeneity does not really decline as we cut our data finer and finer. There is a sense in which different bakeries are just as much different from each others as the steel industry is from the machinery industry." Granted this general finding, there is anyway room for second-order sectoral variation. It is indeed interesting to note that high-tech/high-growth sectors, like Semiconductors and Electrical Equipment, display fatter tail than low-tech/low-growth sectors like Textile.
While the above pieces of evidence allow us to reproduce a set of stylised facts already investigated in the literature over datasets shorter in time, the long firm level time-series available here allows to add new empirical analysis, concerning the patterns of growth of each single firm. In particular, we can even further disaggregate the analysis of growth rates distributions, moving from sectoral distributions to the study of the distribution of growth rates experienced by each and every firm, at least for those firms for which we have data over many years.
We focus on firms surviving at least 55 years, which compresses the sample to 225 firms, with at most 8 companies in the same 3 digit sector. In Figure 6 we report the single-firm growth rates distribution for two companies within the same 3 digit SIC code. This shows that Gaussianity is the exception also at the firm-level: fitting the AEP on the empirical distribution of a single firms' growth rates yields only 4 cases (out of the 225) in which both the left and right shape parameters are consistent with a Gaussian distribution.
Overall, the analysis of properties of growth rates distributions, at different levels of aggregation, already hints at the emergence of some regularities. First, we confirm the stylised fact already established on shorter in time datasets that fat-tails are ubiquitous. Thus, even within the long run perspective we undertake here, we corroborate the ex- Figure 7 : Empirical density of AR1 coefficients of sales growth rates for aggregate manufacturing (left) and for three sectors (right). The figure for aggregate manufacturing reports also the distribution of AR1 coefficients for sales growth rates without normalization istence of much more structure in the growth process than what postulated according to a pure "white noise" process. Second, and this is germane to our firm-level analysis allowed by long time series, fat-tails are not only invariant to different levels of sectoral aggregation (total manufacturing vs. single sectors), but they are still there even when considering the distribution of growth rates of a single firm. Third, and again novel, the analysis of growth rates distributions by each firm reveals very different patterns within industries, hardly compatible with the conjecture of a common data generating process. Granted all such structure in the growth process, what is the evidence about persistence? We tackle the question in the next section.
Persistence of growth
We first focus on what we call absolute persistence, by which we refer to the firm-specific autocorrelation structure in the growth process. More in detail, we estimate an AR(1) model separately for each firm which is present in the dataset for at least 30 years.
To summarize the results, Figure 7 shows the distribution of firm-level AR(1) coefficients, both for aggregate manufacturing and for three selected sectors. The support of the distribution is wide, from relatively large and negative autoregressive coefficients, to some outstanding firms displaying relatively high coefficients, like Digital Equipment and Intel (their AR(1) coefficients are 0.74 and 0.49, respectively, see Figure 1 ). The positive side of supports seems more populated, though, as we found that about 26% of firms display an autoregressive coefficient larger than 0.3. In fact, around 25% of the AR(1) coefficients are statistically different from 0 at the 5% confidence level: when considering only these significant coefficients, the proportion of values larger than 0.3 is around 93%. Of course, a positive AR coefficient simply signals the existence of some persistence, without telling whether such persistence is over a sequence of positive or negative growth events.
These findings on the autoregressive structure of firm-specific growth patterns com- plement the descriptive evidence on the lumpiness of growth emerged from growth distributions and growth ranks. Growth is characterized by big lumps -and the tent-shaped distribution further supports this conjecture-which tend to stretch over a few consecutive years, generating some persistence at least for some firms, as suggested by the positive AR(1). High persistence is however rare. We then move to the analysis of transition probabilities which allow to examine the degree of persistence in relative growth performance of firms.
Tables 1 and 2 report, respectively, the 1-year and 3-year transitions across quartiles, for aggregate manufacturing and within selected sectors. In general, there is some structure in the process, although persistence is not high. The frequencies estimated in the different cells, ranging between 12.7 and 42.6, point in fact to some departures from an hypothetical "seemingly random" data generating process where the probabilities of staying in the same quartile and of jumping across all the other quartiles are all the same (and equal to 0.25). The probabilities on the main diagonal are in fact always higher than the 25% benchmark, and they are are highest at the two extreme of the distribution: firms in the top and in the bottom quartile display the highest probabilities of remaining in the same class. Of course, much larger values (say around 0.7-0.8) would be revealing of strong persistence but, still, there is some more structure than a random process would imply. Off-diagonal values do not reveal a clear pattern: if anything longer jumps seems to be less frequent than jumping to a quartile closer to the initial one. Similar results emerge both for aggregate manufacturing and disaggregating by sector. However, a look at the sectoral properties hints at the possibility that persistence might go together with Note. Transition across quartiles of the yearly sales growth rates distribution, 1971-2011, ranging from the lowest (1) to the highest (4).
knowledge specificities: see the case of the drug industry which emerges as the most persistent in terms of the ranking of growth rates (relatively higher frequencies on the main diagonal). In order to summarize the degree of overall persistence revealed by the matrices, we compute two indexes of intra-distributional mobility. The Shorrocks' index captures the degree of persistence on the main diagonal: it takes value 0 if the TPM displays "full persistence" (i.e., if all firms remain in their initial quartile and the TPM is thus the identify matrix) and goes to k/(k − 1), with k being the number of states, if there is "full mobility" (i.e., if the matrix has all zeroes on the diagonal). 9 The results, in the range of 0.8-0.9, confirm the presence of some more persistence than in a pure random case, but very low.
The Bartholomew index provides a more complete assessment, by taking into account also off-diagonal transitions, with higher weights assigned to longer jumps. As the Shorrocks' measure, it also takes value 0 in case of "full persistence" (all firms remains in their initial quartile), but it has an upper bound at 1 for "full mobility" (in this case to be interpreted as all firms making the longest possible jump compared to their initial class). 10 The values obtained in the different TPM, all around 0.35, again point to rel-9 Formally, for a matrix A, the Shorrocks (1978) index M s (A) is computed as (k − trace(A))/(k − 1). In our case, with 4 states, the upper bound for "full mobility" is equal to 4/3, while the index value would be 1 for a benchmark "seemingly random" process with 0.25 in all cells of the matrix.
10 Given a matrix B, the index (Bartholomew, 1973) is given by M B = 1 k−1 k i k j p i,. p i,j |i − j| where p i,j is the value of the probability in row i, column j; and pi, . is the marginal distribution of class i in the year t of observation; i − j denotes the distance between the two class (for a further discussion of Figure 8 : Scatter-plots of the relationship between AR1 coefficients and firm long-run sales growth rates. Below each plot, we report the slope of the linear regression line (with the associated standard error), the R 2 and the number of observations atively low persistence, altough they confirm the existence of some more structure than in a pure random process.
Taken together, these pieces of evidence on persistence, both in absolute and relative terms, are quite convincing.
Another aspect of micro-level persistence of growth processes that we can investigate is the relation between firm-level autocorrelation and firm-level growth performance in the long run. Figure 8 reports four scatter-plots of the relationship between AR(1) coefficients and long-run sales growth, computed for each firm as the log-difference between the (demeaned) size in the initial and final year over the entire period. We show results pooling across entire manufacturing, and for three selected sectors (Food, Chemicals, Electronics). They reveal a positive correlation, which is apparent in the plot for aggregate manufacturing and in the Chemicals sector. Indeed, the correlation is positive in all but one sector (Apparel) available in the data. However, the "strength" of this nexus is generally rather low when there at all. Across the whole sample, the mean correlation coefficient between AR(1) coefficients and long-run growth rates is around 0.2, but there is a quite puzzling heterogeneity across the different sectors: the correlation is negligible in a traditional sector like Food, but also in a high-tech sector like Electronics, while mobility index computed starting from TPM, see among the others, Cantó and Ruiz, 2015) . A "seemingly random" process with 0.25 probability in all cells would imply a value of about 0.42). it is significantly higher in sectors like Furniture (correlation coefficient 0.42) but also Instruments (correlation coefficient equal to 0.36).
Micro properties and industry performance
How does the statistical properties of growth emerging at the micro level within sectors relate to aggregate patterns of growth at the industry level? As already mentioned, we rely upon the NBER-CES database to measure industry variables. 11 In Figure 9 , we verify that the trend in aggregate output reported by NBER-CES is well in tune with the dynamics one gets by pooling together observations from Compustat companies. The plot indeed shows that even on a rather long time period the two aggregate time series are quite similar, corroborated by a correlation of around 0.9. As a first exercise linking micro-properties to sectoral dynamics, we correlate sectoral long-run growth with within-sector heterogeneity of firm-level growth rates. In Figure 10 , we take cumulated growth of sectors over the period 1970-2011 and proxy for within-sector heterogeneity through the interdecile range of growth rates across firms active in each sector. 12 A mild positive relationship emerges: sectors displaying a wider dispersion in the distribution of firm-level growth rates also report higher aggregate sectoral growth. This is much coherent with a picture in which (a) out-performers significantly contribute to shape the industry evolution, and, more generally, (b) the most dynamic industries witnesses also the co-existence of very good and bad performers (for a related discussion, refer to Dosi, 2007) . Incidentally, note that sector 36 ("Computer Equipment and Electronic and Other Electrical Equipment and Components, Except Computer Equipment") clearly displays cumulated growth much larger than those of other industries and the same holds (a) Slope=1.51 (6.00); Obs.=20 Figure 10 : Cumulated industry sales growth rate over the period 1970 -2011 vs. interdecile range of the yearly firm sales growth rates (Compustat, pooled 1970 (Compustat, pooled -2011 . Industry classification is SIC 1987. LAD slope (standard error) and number of observations are reported below the graph. .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 Firm growth rates distribution, shape parameter (a) Slope=-7.53 (5.60); Obs.=20 Figure 11 : Cumulated industry sales growth rate over the period 1970-2011 (from NBER-CES data) vs. shape parameter b of the Subbotin distribution fit of yearly firm sales growth rates (Compustat firms, pooled 1970 (Compustat firms, pooled -2011 . LAD slope (standard error) and number of observations are reported below the graph.
-though to a lesser extent-also for sector 35 ("Industrial and Commercial Machinery"). The representation of results is somewhat distorted by these two outliers, not only here but also in the rest of the section. We keep their figures in all the exercises along the section, but results are robust to dropping them from the analysis (see the Appendix Figure 12 : Cumulated industry sales growth rate over the period 1970-2011 (NBER-CES data) vs. shape parameters b l and b r of the AEP fit of yearly firm sales growth rates (Compustat firms, pooled over 1970 (Compustat firms, pooled over -2011 . LAD slope (standard error) and number of observations are reported below the graph Next, we explore whether industry long-run growth correlates with the degree of fattailnes in firm-level growth rates. This provides a first piece of evidence about whether large, extreme events of growth hitting individual firms play a role in aggregate dynamics. In Figure 11 we proxy for fat-tail behavior through the Subbotin shape parameter b and relate it to cumulated industry growth over the years 1970-2011. We observe a mildly negative relation, suggesting that a more lumpy growth process at the firm level (lower b) is associated to more dynamic industry performances. The result is confirmed also in Figure 12 , where we account for possible asymmetries between the right and the left tail, and consider the AEP left and right shape parameters b l and b r : again, sectors with relatively more extreme (positive or negative) firm-growth events are characterised by higher long-run industry growth.
To further investigate to what extent extreme firm-level growth events "drive" aggregate performance, we focus on the relationship between industry growth rates and the growth rates of the largest firms, revealing of granularity in the growth process. In fact, when firm size distributions are skewed and fat-tailed then idiosyncratic shocks to large firms bear a significant impact upon overall industry growth.
In order to check that, we exploit the methodology suggested by Gabaix (2011) and measure the contribution of top (larger) firms via sectoral "granular residuals", defined for each year t as:
where j indicates the sector, SIZE i,j is firm-level sales of firm i in sector j (from Compustat data), SALES j are aggregate sectoral sales (from the NBER-CES data), g i,j is robust than OLS to the presence of outliers. In the Appendix we show that OLS estimates without outliers are indeed very similar. Note. OLS regression of sectoral sales growth on the granular residual Γ computed over the top 4 largest firms in terms of previous-year sales (see equation (5)). Regression exploit data over the period 1962-2011. * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01 growth of firm i in sector j andḡ j is the average growth rate across all firms in the sector, and K is the number of top firms we consider in our granular residual. We set K = 4, and then regress the granular residual obtained in the different industries and year against sectoral sales growth. Table 3 report results from OLS regressions, taking contemporaneous and lagged residuals.
In general, we observe very low value of the Adj.R 2 , meaning that the explanatory power of granular residuals with respect to sectoral growth is very poor. In one sector, Transportation (sector 37), characterized by a "mature" oligopolistic structure, granularity is positively correlated with industry growth with significant coefficients on both the contemporaneous and lagged value of the granular residual and a relatively high Adj.R 2 (around 12%) compared to most other sectors. In four sectors (27, 31, 34 and 36) , the Adj.R 2 is also between 12% and 15% but with coefficients that are either negative or not significant.
Lastly, we correlate aggregate sectoral growth with micro-level persistence, taking the sectoral values of the two mobility indexes computed above to summarize properties of TPM across quartiles. In Figure 13 we show the results for the indexes computed over 1-year and 3-year transitions. Recalling that both indexes have a lower bound of zero for "full persistence", the mild negative correlation that we observe suggests that sectoral performance is higher in sectors where persistence is higher. Putting it another way, sectors that have grown relatively more in the long-run are seemingly those wherein 
Conclusions
If Gibrat (1931) 's hypothesis in its strong form and, much more recently Geroski (2002) , were fully right, then a large number of theories stressing persistent differences in firmlevel specificities as a key driver of persistence in firm growth and industrial dynamics would be undermined, and management analysis basically hopeless to identify what makes a firm grow and outcompete others in the long run. Notwithstanding this study offers partial and to some extent rudimentary evidence -mostly due to the low number of firms that one can track over a long enough period of time-we provide evidence that this is not the case: the growth process of firms has much more structure than what would be postulated on the grounds of a purely random process driven by independently identically distributed shocks.
First, our evidence corroborates the extremely robust fat-tail property of growth rates. That is, negative and positive growth events are lumpy and bear the mark of some underlying correlating mechanisms concerning both growth opportunities and market competition (the greater growth of some firms means less growth for other ones). This already known stylised fact is confirmed by our novel analysis of firm-specific growth rates time series.
Second, our long time series allows to study the stochastic paths characterizing each single firm which can well stem from different generating processes. Indeed, we find that a good share of firms display positive autocorrelation in their growth rates, although there are clear firm-specific patterns revealed by a good deal of heterogeneity on autocorrelation coefficients, ranging from very low to some specific quite high values. Interestingly, some of the larger values emerge for the technological leaders in two of the most dynamic industries, namely semiconductors and electrical equipment (including computers). Along the same line, we find relatively low persistence of relative growth from estimates of intra-distributional dynamics, again suggesting that high persistence is there, but rare and accruing some particular firms more than standing out as a widespread property.
Third, we uncover some correlations between firm-level statistical properties and industry-level patterns of growth. In fact, one observes (i) some correlation between industry growth and firm autocorrelation and (ii) a good correlation between dispersion of growth rates, on the one hand, and overall industry growth. This is indeed a sign that high growth industries are fueled by underlying industrial dynamics involving highly heterogeneous firms.
On the contrary, and fourth, there is hardly any evidence of a more-than-proportional contribution of the biggest firms to sectoral growth (i.e. of a "granular residual"). Rather, the high tide lift all boats irrespectively of their size.
There is an overall message coming from these findings. As firms are persistently heterogeneous in the growth patterns, the search for the underlying determinants and for the sources of sustained competitive advantages ought to continue to be central to the efforts of both industrial economics and management studies. 
